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Welcome to ATTACK! a two-page occasional publication. Most of ATTACK! will be concerned with the holistic curriculum
which, if acted on, is a fundamental way to undermine the present undemocratic education system. Don’t be discouraged
if opportunities to teach holistically are limited, do your best, be a guardian, and act as a witness to this culturally
significant and inspiring way of teaching and learning. ATTACK! is a partner to
https://networkonnet.wordpress.com
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Chris Horne and Drama Part 3
Getting your drama programme started and working
effectively requires the following conditions or environment.
We need to get away from the idea of drama being driven by a
scripted performance. Classroom drama should not be
dominated by the more articulate and extroverted. It must be
equally accessible to every student. Avoid asking the students
to ‘act’, ask them to ‘become’. You do not necessarily need
costumes or scripts, only a minimal number of props or
artefacts.
You could begin by discussing the following with your
students: you accept them just as they are, they can do
nothing to gain or lose your acceptance; it is okay to make
mistakes; there are no ‘rules’, only habits that you expect
them to practice. Habits such as respect, trust, responsibility,
sincerity, curiosity, perseverance, flexibility, honesty,
collaboration, risk-taking, and careful observation. Collectively
they know more than you do so don’t come to me for the
‘answer’; you need to listen to them and they to each other. Inform them that you will challenge, provoke,
and sometimes unsettle but never embarrass them; that they will always feel safe but not always
comfortable. Your role is to empower them by stepping back, so they can step forward. You are their guide
and mentor, not their conductor or source of all knowledge.
Drama is about power-sharing. If you maintain the traditional hierarchical student/teacher relationship then
the students have few, if any, meaningful responsibilities. By working together, you are saying the ‘problem’
is bigger than all of us, but together, we might just make it. Students must experience their voice being
listened to. They have ownership when what they do or say matters i.e., influences the course of the
drama.
Drama extends and deepens students’ early childhood sense of play. It allows them to make sense of what
is unknown, confusing, or threatening. Drama creates a safe distance between the real experience and
being able to process it without getting hurt. It is a rehearsal for life. It explores who we are now and who
we might become. By accessing a fictitious world we can better understand others and ourselves.
Drama is just like any story, it too needs characters (roles), a setting (a different time and place), action
(conflict or tension), and a focus (theme or plot). Drama enables us to go beyond the story, beyond the
known, the visible, to explore given moments in greater depth. Drama creates ‘intriguing gaps’ that the
imagination needs to fill because it asks ‘What if …? I wonder …? Perhaps if …?’
The effective drama teacher knows that if students are to ‘suspend their disbelief’ then he or she must do
this as well. Students will be no more committed than you are. They will take the drama as seriously as you
do. The most important strategy (convention) that the teacher can use is that of Teacher in Role. Here, the
teacher joins in the drama alongside the student, often in a lesser role. For example: the forgetful servant,
a messenger, a new recruit, a nervous waiter, someone who lost their way. Such lesser roles minimise the
students turning to you for ‘answers’ and create opportunities for sharing and solving their own problems.
In such a role, the teacher is better able to manage the drama ‘from the inside’, encouraging the children to
make decisions that move the drama forward. Inside the drama you can still impart ‘facts’, challenge

attitudes, manage any off-task behaviours, and assist students to make sense of their ideas. Remember,
don’t act, be normal enough to be believable.
Drama is serious fun, so avoid trivialising the drama by being eccentric or using silly names. It is important
to signal to the students when you are going into role e.g., by clutching a stick, wearing an item of clothing,
or clutching a bag. If you surprise them, it will risk you not being taken seriously. Tell them what role you
will be, when you are going into role, and why they have come together with you. Students need to know
the reasons why they need to speak or listen. Such a strategy enables students to take responsibility for
their decisions, actions, and consequences. By empowering them with a higher status or ‘expert’ role, with
knowledge, power, and expertise, they in turn, will respond as if they know what they are doing.
A natural extension of Teacher in Role is Hot Seating, where the student audience interviews the teacher or
student(s) on the hot seat(s). Those being interviewed can give information to, or gain information from,
the students. Both the students and teachers need to be careful to frame the questions carefully so that
they are ‘open’ not ‘closed’, enabling the ‘hot seated’ person to provide, for example, an opinion,
explanation, prediction, or justification. Open questions can also allow for multiple appropriate responses.
Drama is a joint agreement to pretend within boundaries. Yet, paradoxically, it is an invitation to bend or
break the rules. Using common sense and adequate notice to adjacent classrooms, it is appropriate to make
much noise or to confront the teacher (in role). What is most important is that you as a responsible teacher
are quickly able to establish calm and attentiveness when necessary.
Drama provides everyday, real life contexts for collaboration within the arts and integration across the
curriculum, particularly with languages, social studies, sciences, health, and technology. Such a ‘Kinesthetic
Literacy’ enables a more active, purposeful, and meaningful assimilation of heightened senses with the
cognitive, affective, emotional, social, and cultural aspects of their lives.
Learning within drama is inherently collaborative as the drama binds everyone together within a shared
interest or goal. The students set aside individual self-interest for the collective group interest. Drama
reflects the importance of social cohesion within a community of people.
In the classroom, use varied sized, mixed gender, and assorted ability groupings. Students need to
understand that if they only ever work with those they know well then they are just creating an ‘echo
chamber’ for themselves. We all need to recognise other points of view through sharing, negotiation, and
sometimes compromise. The unpredictability of drama is also its power – students learn best when they
have to contend with new ideas, having to compare and contrast them with their own ideas and reformulate
their stance when necessary. Drama peels away layers, allows for nuance, and reveals the subtleties of
what lies beneath.
Drama can be sequenced or structured into three phases: Immersion; Action; and Reflection. These phases
can be compared to the opening scenes of a film which establish time, place (setting), mood, and roles.
Immersion:
This is the most critical phase as students are drawn into the fictional world, feel part of the drama, and
want to be involved. It is useful to provide a minimal ‘set’ that invites and evokes curiosity. This art of
gradual disclosure and tempting secrets can be achieved through careful selection from the following
suggestions: found objects or artefacts, a short mime, a monologue, letters, music, newspaper or magazine
articles, costumes, YouTube videos, masks, scale drawings, a will or other legal documents, paintings,
photographs, a sculpture, jewellery, costumes, a petition … Such items lend realism and authenticity to
drama, assisting students to build their shared belief and commitment. The knowledge-base created by this
phase enables students to become immersed in their roles and their responses to become much deeper as
the drama progresses. Other useful conventions (strategies) in this phase include Storytelling, Role on the
Wall, Ritual/Ceremony, Still Images, Teacher in Role, Circular Drama, Master/Apprentice, and Mapping This
phase provides time for the students to slowly and voluntarily suspend their disbelief and build their belief
in the dramatic world. Students need time to grow into the experience, into others’ attitudes, beliefs, and
points of view, and into the language they require for the situation they find themselves in.
Action:
The second phase involves a quickening of pace. The students are now working more confidently and
unselfconsciously. The tension increases as the students explore the gap between what they know and what
they want to find out. Now it is important to add constraint, to make the challenges or obstacles almost too
difficult to overcome. ‘Frustrating’ the character should motivate the children to redouble their efforts. By
continuing to ask ‘what if?’ and ‘why?’ rather than ‘how’, the students are compelled to look within
themselves for the answers. Killing the dragon will stop the drama, but suggesting that the dragon’s skin is
too thick for any sword, the dragon’s hearing is acute, the dragon is deeply suspicious, will provoke the
students to think of a much better way to overpower it. The most useful conventions in this phase include
Role Plays, Hot Seating, Mantle of the Expert, Meetings, Overheard Conversations, Caption Making, Sound

Scapes, Conscience Alley, Thought Tapping, Voices in the Head, Proxemics, Gossip Groups, and Split Scene/
Split Screen.
Reflection:
The last phase, which is more contemplative, involves turning the insights gained from the experiences so
far, into explicit and useful knowledge. For example, writing letters, making artworks, creating models,
drawing diagrams, planning, and filming videos. This can often lead back to the beginning as the students
are now making ‘artefacts’ for themselves. In doing this, the students thinking is shifted as they make
connections to their own experiences. This final phase can sometimes end with doubt, uncertainty, and
unanswered questions. This allows for continuing discussions and further drama work, and is more suitable
for older students. For younger children, it is advisable to provide a happier conclusion. Useful conventions
in this phase include Reflection Circle, Conscience Alley, Writing in Role, Painting in Role, Group Sculpture,
and Walls have Ears.
It is important to note that these three phases do not necessarily have to follow this order and can vary
greatly in length.
When teaching drama it is also important to vary both the pace and the volume. Like a good story the
action and noise levels should ebb and flow. You will only create management issues if you do not.
To add variety and depth to students’ work, I often encourage the use of repetition of movements, sounds,
and symbols, much like that of nursery rhymes or favourite fairy tales. This allows for the drama or
composition to be held together or understood by what has gone before i.e., returning to the known,
previously experienced, allows these ideas to be explored or transformed in greater depth.
I also encourage the use of the whiteboard as a menu of contrasts or opposites e.g., fast/slow, high/low,
together/apart, loud/soft, reveal/conceal, and mantras to support and enhance students’ depth of seeing
and hearing e.g., ‘over, under, around, through … above, beyond, behind, below.’ These provide students,
when viewing objects or images, or listening to sounds, with a framework to see and hear beyond the
known and literal, to the figurative and symbolic.
Storytelling is fast becoming a lost art form. Students love to hear stories told to them, particularly of
teachers’ or peers’ experiences. Such stories, told rather than read, allow listeners to feel connected to the
teller and others. As they recognise someone else’s story as similar to their own, they gain an increased
sense of belonging and identity.
Lewis Carroll remarked, against the backdrop of the Industrial Revolution, that the purpose of books was to
delight and engage children’s imagination. Drama allows us not only to access deeper meaning and primary
responses through words and pictures, but also to go further. As we become those people in a different time
and place, we are someone else, somewhere else, with others. I find it heartening that the Victorian Age of
Carroll and Dickens was paradoxically a golden age of illustrating children’s books and social awakening. So
it is today, against the backdrop of industrial age educational reforms, we have the opportunity to rekindle a
‘golden age’ of child-centred, imaginative, and truly engaging ways of teaching and learning. Our students
deserve nothing less.
With acknowledgment to: Elizabeth Anderson, Jonathan Neelands, Tony Goode, John O’Toole, Julie Dunn,
and Ken Byron.
Please note: the drama activities suggested for the various phases will be further explained in Part 4.
Continued in Part 4

